Individuals with rare diseases may face challenges that are different from those experienced in more common medical conditions. A wide range of different rare conditions has resulted in a myriad of studies investigating the specificities of the diagnosis in focus. The shared psychological experiences of individuals with a rare condition, however, have not been reviewed systematically.
Introduction
Rare diseases, also known as orphan diseases, are medical conditions that affect only a very limited number of individuals. No single definition of rare disease prevalence exists, and the criterions range from 1:2000 in the European Union ("http://www.eurordis.org/content/what-raredisease," 09/09/2014), to 1:10 000 in Norway ("https://he lsenorge.no/sjeldne-diagnoser/hva-er-en-sjelden-diagnose," 2016). In the USA, a disease is considered rare if it affects <200,000 (~1:1600) affected individuals ("https://raredisea ses.org/," 2016). Most rare diseases are genetic (Boycott et al. 2013) , often chronic, and may imply a high level of both physical and psychological suffering (for a review, see (Cohen and Biesecker 2010; Waldboth et al. 2016) ). Depending on the specificity of the condition, more or less efficient treatments exist, but common to almost all, is that there is no cure for the disease (Institute of Medicine Committee on Accelerating Rare Diseases 2010). There are between 6000 and 8000 rare diseases ("http://www.eurordis.org/content/what-rare-disease," 09/ 09/2014), which means that although each disease is rare, it is not rare to have a rare disease. It has been estimated that rare conditions may affect as many as 30 million Europeans and 25 million North Americans (Haffner et al. 2002; Dodge et al. 2011) . Hence, in spite of the low prevalence of rare conditions, many people across the world have to live and cope with the medical, psychological, and social consequences of their condition. Due to a low prevalence, knowledge about rare diseases is sparse both in society and among healthcare professionals. One suggested way in improving the situation of people with rare conditions is to increase the awareness of rare diseases throughout society (Wastfelt et al. 2006; Dodge et al. 2011) , and more specifically within the healthcare system.
Given the enormous range of studies based on single diagnoses, knowledge about shared experiences across rare conditions is hampered. Review papers investigating people with rare disorders' psychological and social experiences across conditions could be one way of addressing the challenges of lack of knowledge in the health care system, by summarizing, discussing, and presenting shared experiences and their consequences in everyday life.
Clinical experience and personal accounts from people living with rare diseases (Kole and Faurisson 2009) provide many examples of a lack of knowledge in society and in the health care system. Consequences may be diagnostic mistakes, delays in diagnosis, and lack of information of high quality (Kole and Faurisson 2009; Nutt and Limb 2011; Molster et al. 2016) . However, few if any studies have addressed this question systematically, and a synthesis of findings across rare conditions and studies have to the authors' knowledge not been performed.
A systematic review of the quantitative literature on quality of life in individuals with rare genetic conditions (Cohen and Biesecker 2010) , revealed that a large number of quality of life studies focus on disease-related variables, keeping a bio-medical model that fails to incorporate the patient-centered perspective and hence explore the psychosocial impact of a rare medical condition. However, some studies were identified (Cohen and Biesecker 2010) , all revealing strong correlations between psychosocial factors and quality of life that should be investigated further in future research. Qualitative methodology, a method for gaining deeper insight into people's experiences and seeking to understand the meaning or nature of the experiences (Strauss and Corbin 1990 ) is ideally suited for investigating the psychological, emotional, and social specifics of living with a rare disorder. Nonetheless, qualitative studies are less common than quantitative methods in health research more generally, possibly because these approaches are not well understood and/or because lesser value is placed on them (Nelson 2009 ). Hence, there is a lack of qualitative research exploring the patients' experiences of living with a rare disease, exploring whether individuals with rare diseases face challenges that are qualitatively different from those experienced by people with more common medical conditions. Further, there is a lack of studies including several diagnoses, and hence exploring similarities and differences across conditions in a psychological perspective. Last, there is a lack of literature reviews summarizing experiences of individuals living with a rare diagnosis across conditions. In summary, the uniqueness of the psychological experiences of individuals with a rare condition has not been reviewed systematically.
Aims
In order to address the lack of generalized and synthesized knowledge regarding people's experiences with living with a rare disease, a systematic review of the available qualitative research was conducted. The aim was to address shared experiences across rare diagnoses, without any focus on specific challenges for single diagnoses.
The aim of the systematic review was therefore:
1 To provide an overview of adults' shared experiences of living with a rare condition, and explore the psychosocial consequences of this experience. 2 To address the overarching question: What experiences do people with rare diseases share?
Materials and Methods

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
A systematic review of the qualitative literature was performed, following the PRISMA statement (Moher et al. 2015) . A flow chart of identified and selected articles can be found in Figure 1 . All original, peer-reviewed articles published in English, addressing adults' experiences of living with a rare condition, based on a qualitative methodology, and published from January 2000 until December 2016 were included. Papers including children and adults or multiple groups of informants were only included if results were presented separately for the adult patient group. Case studies and unpublished dissertations were excluded. Rare diseases involving intellectual disability were excluded. Given the enormous range of different rare conditions, studies on single diagnoses were excluded, except for four chosen diagnoses, from four different condition categories. The four diagnoses were: hemophilia (congenital bleeding disorder), phenylketonuria (congenital metabolic disorder), Fabry disease (congenital lysosomal storage disorder), and epidermolysis bullosa (congenital skin disorder). The four diagnoses were chosen based on the authors' areas of expertise. Studies on other conditions, which included two or more diagnoses, were included, since all studies including more than one condition could potentially address shared experiences across conditions. Studies of parent's experiences or pediatric patients were excluded.
Search strategy
The time frame for the searching and selection process was from June 2015 to December 2016. The PROSPERO International prospective register of systematic reviews was searched to be sure a similar study was not started, and a protocol for this study was published (Prospero 2016:CRD4 2016025589) .
The databases searched included: MEDLINE, CINAHL, PsychINFO, ISI -Web of Knowledge, and EMBASE. MEDLINE and CINAHL were searched for any previous systematic reviews on this topic. The references lists of all selected publications were searched for additional studies.
Search words pertained to four search categories: diagnostic terms, methodological terms, psychological terms, and publication time. The Boolean operators OR were used between search terms within one category, while the operator AND was used between the categories. Diagnostic search terms were: rare dis* -rare diagnos* -orphan dis* -fabry dis* -phenylketonuria -hemophilia -haemophilia -epidermolysis bullosa. Methodological terms were: qualitative stud* -multimethod stud* -phenomenolog* -interview* -hermeneutic -psycholog* -sociolog* -narrative* -storytelling -data analysis -social science -quality of life -anthropolog* -systematic review -occupational therapy -physical therapy. Psychological terms were: communication -satisfaction -behaviourrole* -group process* -politics -government* -patient* -disabled -disability -men -women -empowermentsexuality -compliance -attitude* -illness -healthcoping -knowledge -information -network* -stressparticipation -vulnerability -symptom distresspsychosocial -relation* -isolation -stigma -rehabilitation -daily li* -work -health services -social workemergency medical services -wrong site surgery -medical error -treatment error -diagnostic error -patient history taking -screening -failure to diagnose -diagnos* delay. Publication time was 2000-2016.
Assessment of methodological quality
Search results were merged using EndNoteX6 and duplicates were removed. Two independent reviewers examined the titles and abstracts, and selected papers for full-text reading. Both reviewers read full text of selected papers, and papers were included in the study according to the agreed criteria. Questions used to include or exclude publications after full-text reading are shown in Appendix. Any potential disagreements between the authors were resolved through discussion. In some cases, a correspondence with the authors of included papers were needed, in order to clarify aspects related to the inclusion and exclusion criteria that were unclear, such as the age range of the participants.
Data extraction
Two independent reviewers collected data regarding citation/contact details, methods, design, participants, setting/ context, and results/findings.
Data synthesis
Qualitative research is specific to a particular context, time and group of participants, and caution is therefore needed when generalizing results. Having this in mind, it is however possible to extract results from different qualitative studies, and synthesize findings. Several methods for synthesizing qualitative data have been recommended (Barnett-Page and Thomas 2009), and thematic synthesis (Thomas and Harden 2008) was employed in the present review. Results were extracted from the included studies, the text was coded, and codes were grouped into meaningful categories, so-called descriptive themes. The final synthesis presents the overall findings in analytical themes.
Results
In total, 21 qualitative articles were included. Six articles were based on samples with hemophilia, four focused on phenylketonuria, two on Fabry disease, one on epidermolysis bullosa, and eight studies included several medical conditions in their sample. An overview of the included articles can be found in Table 1 .
Three main themes were identified: 1) Consequences of living with a rare disorder, 2) Social aspects of living with a rare disorder, and 3) Experiences with the health care system. All main themes included subthemes, which will be subsequently described. An overview of the themes and subthemes presented in the included studies can be found in Table 2 .
Consequences of living with a rare disorder
Included articles described diverse physical and psychological consequences of living with a rare disorder. This theme was further categorized into three subthemes: constraints and limitations, psychological consequences, and coping strategies.
Constraints and limitations
More than half of the papers (14/21) acknowledged physical limitations and other constraints that were associated with the rare condition, and further impacted on psychological, emotional, and social adjustment, in addition to overall well-being and health. Restraints could be physical (Barlow et al. 2007; Dures et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2014; Brodin et al. 2015) , dietary restrictions (Frank et al. 2007; Diesen et al. 2015) , pain (Gibas et al. 2008; Dures et al. 2011; Brodin et al. 2015; Garrino et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016) or difficulties with sleep, fatigue, tiredness, and exhaustion (Petersen 2006; Jaeger et al. 2015) . Constraints and physical limitations were described as impacting on work and education (Barlow et al. 2007; Gibas et al. 2008; Dures et al. 2011; Brodin et al. 2015; Garrino et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016) , social life (Petersen 2006; Barlow et al. 2007; Gibas et al. 2008; Vegni et al. 2010; Dures et al. 2011; Brodin et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015) , creating social attention and visibility (Diesen et al. 2015) , restraints in terms of social and physical activities (Petersen 2006; Frank et al. 2007; Brodin et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , worries about finding an accepting and understanding life partner or perceiving the medical condition as a limit to other relationships (Vegni et al. 2010; Palareti et al. 2015) , anxiety around planning children (Dures et al. 2011) , and the constant need to manage and tailor the consequences of the rare condition with everyday life (Vegni et al. 2010) .
Psychological restraints were more specifically described as dependence and lack of freedom related to the demands of treatment (Garrino et al. 2015) , uncertainty about the disease evolution (Garrino et al. 2015) , lack of autonomy (Vegni et al. 2010; Garrino et al. 2015) , attention problems as a consequence of chronic and/or intense pain (Garrino et al. 2015; Jaeger et al. 2015) , or stress and emotional distress (Smith et al. 2014; Jaeger et al. 2015) .
Psychological impact
Most included studies (19/21) explicitly discussed the psychological and emotional impact of a rare condition on the individual. Psychological and emotional challenges were described as related to the physical limitations and constraints of the condition (Barlow et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2014; Palareti et al. 2015) , attention problems (Jaeger et al. 2015), pain (Gibas et al. 2008) , dependency on others (Barlow et al. 2007; Caputo 2014; Garrino et al. 2015) , dependency of treatment (Diesen 2016) , or the social impact of other people's lack of understanding and knowledge about the rare condition (Vegni et al. 2010; Diesen et al. 2015) .
Psychological challenges were also related to the medical aspects of the condition, more specifically patients' lack of knowledge about the medical condition (Garrino et al. 2015) , uncertainty about the future (Barlow et al. 2007; Frank et al. 2007; Dures et al. 2011) , uncertainty associated with the evolution, and progression of the condition (Petersen 2006; Garrino et al. 2015) , treatmentrelated uncertainty (Petersen 2006; Budych et al. 2012; Grut and Kvam 2013; Kesselheim et al. 2015) , turnover of healthcare professionals (Vegni et al. 2010) , and uncertainty regarding health professionals' knowledge about the rare diagnosis and hence their aptitude to treat (Petersen 2006; Dures et al. 2011; Budych et al. 2012; Grut and Kvam 2013) .
Some studies specifically mentioned the development or feeling of depression or psychological distress (Barlow Kesselheim et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015) , for example, due to loneliness (Dures et al. 2011) , lack of social support (Kesselheim et al. 2015) , hopelessness and desperation (Caputo 2014; Kesselheim et al. 2015) , emotional distress and pain (Gibas et al. 2008; Palareti et al. 2015) , disempowerment (Dures et al. 2011 ), loss of confidence (Dures et al. 2011) , guilt related to the risk of passing the condition on to children (Dures et al. 2011; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , frustration (Grut and Kvam 2013; Smith et al. 2014) , and anxiety triggered by uncertainty and lack of knowledge about the rare condition (Frank et al. 2007; Grut and Kvam 2013; Garrino et al. 2015; Kesselheim et al. 2015) . Other aspects of emotional distress were feelings of fear, anger, blame, and loss (Palareti et al. 2015) .
Positive emotions were also described. Several patients described gratefulness associated with living in a country with available treatment options (Brodin et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016; von der Lippe et al. 2016) . Positive thoughts about the medical condition were shared, however, associated with an ambiguity related to resentment and feeling of saturation regarding the need for constant treatment and surveillance from the medical treatment teams (Diesen 2016) . Patients, whose treatment had successfully been supervised by their parents, shared appreciative reflections about their parents' efforts in following through a diet in spite of the child's protests and objections (Diesen 2016) .
Coping strategies
Half of the included papers (11/21) mentioned coping strategies that patients had developed in order to cope with the constraints and challenges associated with the rare condition, such as live day by day (Dures et al. 2011; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , struggle and fight against the disorder, and rise after crises (Brodin et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016 ), try as far as possible to live a normal life (Smith et al. 2014; Garrino et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , never look to the future (Dures et al. 2011) , keep the diagnosis a secret in order to protect themselves from other peoples' misconceptions and perception of difference (Dures et al. 2011; Diesen et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , act nicely and educate people with a lack of knowledge about the diagnosis, and overlook unhelpful comments (Diesen et al. 2015) , develop better self-management skills regarding the disease and its treatment (Brodin et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015) , and chose suitable education and work (Brodin et al. 2015) . People with medical conditions who experienced positive treatment effects, defined themselves as lucky and grateful, and described how this had helped them put their life outcome in perspective (Diesen 2016) .
Lack of trust because of experienced medical malpractice led to a need to be in control (Grut and Kvam 2013) . Patients adapted to their surroundings and became an authority themselves (Dures et al. 2011) . By monitoring their body and energy levels, patients learned what their limits were and when they needed to undertake treatment (Petersen 2006) . Other coping strategies were that patients compared themselves with other people they perceived had more serious conditions (Petersen 2006) , or involved themselves in influencing political decisions (Brodin et al. 2015) .
Some coping strategies could be seen as counteractive for a positive adjustment to living with a rare disorder, such as reluctance to acknowledge having the condition (Nilson et al. 2012 ), avoiding to inform others about the diagnosis in situations where this would have been advisable (Brodin et al. 2015) , and a wait and watch strategy for managing the consequences of the condition and its treatment (Nilson et al. 2012) .
Social aspects of living with a rare disorder
Most papers described social consequences of living with a rare diagnosis. This main theme was further categorized into four subthemes: What, how, and when to tell others; stigma; sameness and difference; and social support.
What, how, and when to tell others
Six of the included papers (6/21) mentioned patients' uncertainty regarding whether to reveal the diagnosis to others or keep it a secret (Barlow et al. 2007; Dures et al. 2011; Diesen et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , and if choosing to do so, what to tell, when and to whom (Petersen 2006; Vegni et al. 2010) . Some participants described their tiredness and frustration of having to explain their diagnosis over and over again, and therefore making the choice not to reveal their conditions to new acquaintances (Diesen et al. 2015) . Other patients mentioned their choice not to communicate the diagnosis to others, in order to avoid the social stigma associated with the genetic condition (von der Lippe et al. 2016) .
Stigma
Half of the included studies (11/21) reported patients' perceptions of stigma and social misconception, as a consequence of having a rare disorder (Petersen 2006; Barlow et al. 2007; Frank et al. 2007; Dures et al. 2011; Brodin et al. 2015; Diesen et al. 2015; Jaeger et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , and the fear of being categorized negatively (Diesen et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , in some cases directly associated with the condition's visibility and appearance (Dures et al. 2011) . In one paper, stigmarelated issues were described as being present only in semiclose relationships, and not with close family and friends (Diesen et al. 2015) . More specifically, societal attitudes and other people's lack of knowledge about the condition generated misunderstandings and misconceptions (Barlow et al. 2007; Brodin et al. 2015; Jaeger et al. 2015) , feelings of discrimination, social exclusion, and isolation (Petersen 2006; Barlow et al. 2007; Frank et al. 2007; Brodin et al. 2015; Jaeger et al. 2015; Kesselheim et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015) , or perceptions of inequality and marginalization (Caputo 2014 ).
Sameness and difference
Several papers (14/21) described themes related to sameness and difference, such as a patients' search for normalcy (Petersen 2006; Dures et al. 2011; Nilson et al. 2012; Caputo 2014; Brodin et al. 2015; Diesen et al. 2015; Garrino et al. 2015; Jaeger et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016; von der Lippe et al. 2016) or the perceived experience of growing up as different from others, even within one's own family (Palareti et al. 2015) . Patients needed to experience not being identified as a diagnosis, to be treated as anyone else, and described a difficult balance between sameness and difference (Vegni et al. 2010; Dures et al. 2011; Jaeger et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , and a wish for normalcy that was complicated by an impression of being on the wrong side, wrapped in cotton wool, and untouchable (Palareti et al. 2015) .
Patients felt that physical constraints and limitations, such as strict dietary needs, created a perceived difference between themselves and others (Frank et al. 2007; Diesen et al. 2015) , especially when the condition could not be seen by others, but still required adjustments to the participant's life and social participation (Grut and Kvam 2013; Diesen et al. 2015; Garrino et al. 2015) . Some papers explicitly linked this perception of difference to the condition's social or physical visibility (Frank et al. 2007; Dures et al. 2011) , whereas other papers mentioned how adherence to treatment lead to normalcy, protecting people against the confrontations with the condition's symptoms (Diesen et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016 ).
Social support
Less than one-third of the included papers mentioned the importance of social support (6/21) for patients with rare conditions (Huyard 2009; Dures et al. 2011 ), more specifically the need to share experiences about the condition and its treatment (Petersen 2006; Dures et al. 2011; Garrino et al. 2015) , and the need for emotional support (Petersen 2006; Dures et al. 2011) . Support was found in family members, partners, and children (Dures et al. 2011; Diesen et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016) , and through patient organizations and people with the same condition (Petersen 2006; Huyard 2009; Garrino et al. 2015) . Support from family was described as crucial, yet associated with a complicated process in the transition period from childhood to adolescence, when gaining independence from parents and taking self-responsibility of treatment (Limperg et al. 2016 ). The loss of social support from family members who understood the treatment requirements of some medical conditions was described as challenging to some young adults when reaching adulthood (Diesen et al. 2015) .
Experiences with the health care system
The third main theme was related to patients' experiences with the health care system. This theme was further categorized into three subthemes: Lack of knowledge, contact with health professionals, and expert patients.
Lack of knowledge
More than half of the papers (14/21) addressed patients' experiences of meeting health professionals with lack of knowledge about their rare diagnosis. Experiences of lack of knowledge seemed most present in local health care setting, as opposed to specialist treatment teams (Brodin et al. 2015; Diesen 2016) . Lack of knowledge was described to potentially lead to a delayed diagnosis (Huyard 2009; Garrino et al. 2015; Kesselheim et al. 2015) , mistreatment (Barlow et al. 2007; Dures et al. 2011) , or denial of social services (Grut and Kvam 2013) . Patients were critical of health professionals refusing to seek assistance to remedy the limits of their knowledge (Huyard 2009; Grut and Kvam 2013) . Lack of knowledge also resulted in conflicting information about the diagnosis to the patient (Frank et al. 2007 ), misunderstandings (von der Lippe et al. 2016 ), or to inadequate and missing information (Garrino et al. 2015; Kesselheim et al. 2015) . Patients felt they had the responsibility to provide information to the health professionals about the diagnosis (Gibas et al. 2008; Budych et al. 2012; Grut and Kvam 2013; Brodin et al. 2015) . The experience of health professionals' lack of knowledge generated emotional reactions in patients, such as mistrust in doctors and/or the health care system, feelings of insecurity, and feeling of fear or anger (Barlow et al. 2007; Grut and Kvam 2013; von der Lippe et al. 2016) . It also engendered a sense of desperation, isolation, and depression (Kesselheim et al. 2015) , feelings of ignorance (Gibas et al. 2008) , or discrimination or humiliation (Jaeger et al. 2015) .
Patients also experienced lack of knowledge outside the medical ward, in work, educational, and social settings (Barlow et al. 2007; Grut and Kvam 2013; Diesen et al. 2015; von der Lippe et al. 2016) , experiences that have been described in more detail in the present review's two other main categories (Consequences of living with a rare disorder and Social aspects of living with a rare disorder).
Contact with health professionals
Half of the papers addressed this theme (10/21). Patients described unmet needs for a holistic treatment perspective and the importance of coordinated actions between health professional (Jaeger et al. 2015) . Specialized treatment centers and/or teams were associated with better patient satisfaction (Gibas et al. 2008; Brodin et al. 2015; Garrino et al. 2015) . A turnover of health professionals was perceived as negative, as it created discontinuity and a need for the patient to "start all over again" (Vegni et al. 2010; Garrino et al. 2015) . The need to receive understandable information about the diagnosis was highly valued by the patients (Huyard 2009; Garrino et al. 2015) , in addition to being treated not as a sick body, but as a whole person (Vegni et al. 2010) . Patients valued a good relationship with the health professionals involved in their treatment (Grut and Kvam 2013; Garrino et al. 2015) , and expressed gratitude for being able to call experts who could provide assistance and help whenever needed (Brodin et al. 2015; P. S. Diesen 2016) .
People with rare disorders experienced doctors' and other healthcare providers' unwillingness to get involved when the patients' diagnosis was unknown to them (Grut and Kvam 2013) . Patients were critical to health professional refusing to seek assistance to remedy the limits of their knowledge (Huyard 2009 health professionals' unwillingness toward accepting information offered by the patient, and felt that physicians were reluctant to seek out information themselves (Grut and Kvam 2013) , and therefore risked to base their decisions on personal assumptions about the condition rather than knowledge (Grut and Kvam 2013) . In another study (Huyard 2009 ), most patients were satisfied with honest and reasonable efforts from the health professionals to gradually improve their health.
Patients commented on the lack of available treatment and a lack of knowledge about whether treatment was available and possible (Kesselheim et al. 2015) . Patients also described how they were willing to try out uncertain treatment options, rather than no treatment at all (Smith et al. 2014; Kesselheim et al. 2015) .
Expert patients
Patients with rare disorders often become the expert of their own diagnosis, a theme that was addressed in half of the included papers (12/21). Patients actively sought to educate themselves by searching for information on the Internet (Frank et al. 2007; Gibas et al. 2008; Vegni et al. 2010; Budych et al. 2012; Grut and Kvam 2013; Kesselheim et al. 2015; Palareti et al. 2015; Limperg et al. 2016 ) and through support groups (Petersen 2006) . They felt they had to be updated on their diagnosis and its treatment (Jaeger et al. 2015) , and acted as advocates of their own health (Smith et al. 2014 ). In many instances, patients found themselves in a position of having more information about the disease than some of the health professionals on their way (Kesselheim et al. 2015) . As an example, patients described possessing considerable technical knowledge, and acquiring scientific terminology about the condition (Petersen 2006) , and developed a feeling of being the best ones to make decisions about their diagnosis and its treatment (Petersen 2006; Dures et al. 2011; Kesselheim et al. 2015) .
Discussion
The uniqueness of experiences and aspects of living with a rare disorder has not been reviewed systematically. Therefore, the present review systematically examined the qualitative literature pertaining to challenges associated with living with a rare disorder in adults. Findings were categorized according to three domains: consequences of living with a rare disorder, social aspects of living with a rare disorder, and experiences with the health care system and demonstrated significant shared psychological, physical, social, and emotional impacts of living with a rare medical condition across conditions.
Psychological and physical consequences of living with a rare disorder
One of the most salient aspects of living with a rare disorder was physical and somatic constraints and limitations that were associated with the medical condition. More than a half of the included papers discussed their impact on emotional and social adjustment, in addition to on overall well-being and health. Although some physical limitations are present across several medical conditions, other limitations are inherently related to specific conditions. Whether challenges are specific to one condition or more common, they need to be managed and tailored to everyday life, in order to restrict their psychological impact on emotional well-being, work, education, and social life (Waldboth et al. 2016) .
Further, adults with rare conditions described psychological restraints, such as a lack of autonomy and freedom due to the demands of treatment, uncertainty about the disease evolution, and emotional distress as a consequence of pain or other distressing aspects of the conditions. The social impacts of other people's lack of understanding, or misconceptions about the rare condition, were also mentioned in most articles. Psychological distress also seemed to be directly related to experiences of lack of knowledge in health care providers, which triggered patients' uncertainty about the doctors' aptitude to treat. The aspect of rarity of a condition in itself was not, however, described as problematic in two of the included studies (Huyard 2009; Garrino et al. 2015) , as long as patients had found health professionals who were able to recognize their needs. These findings point to the importance of subjective evaluations of one's life situation, and the fact that it is the patient's feelings and beliefs regarding their condition and its treatment that determine their ability to cope with the challenges they meet, more than having a rare condition in itself (Cohen and Biesecker 2010) . Interventions should therefore aim at strengthening individuals' coping strategies (Cohen and Biesecker 2010) , and address the patients' subjective evaluation of stress, in addition to their perception of the medical follow-up of their condition, thereby enhancing feelings of control over the consequences and impact of the disease.
Physical and psychological constraints and limitations such as pain, physical restrictions, sleep problems, or dietary restrictions, are not specific to rare conditions only. However, these challenges may become an extra burden because of the patients' experienced lack of knowledge and understanding in society and in the health care system. Consequently, findings from the present review support the assumption that the rarity of a condition poses some unique challenges. The intrinsic challenges associated with optimizing quality of care among individuals with rare disorders, therefore suggest the need to address the lack of knowledge in health care settings and in the population in general.
Social consequences of living with a rare disorder
Most included papers described aspects of social consequences for adults living with a rare diagnosis. Patients raised the issue of whether, when, how, and to whom they should reveal the diagnosis, and how they by doing this could risk negative social consequences, such as misconceptions, social exclusion, or stigma. Another main theme was the challenging balance between sameness and difference, and the adults' search for an inner feeling of normalcy. Perceived difference seemed to be strongly associated with the disorder's constraints and limitations, whether these differences were visible or nonvisible to other people. Challenges seemed to be related to whether the individual felt that the consequences of the disorder labeled them as socially different, in a way that limited their social participation or required adjustments in everyday life. On the other hand, examples from the literature on rare conditions have also demonstrated that some individuals manage to find a positive balance between sameness and difference, succeeding in the task of accepting their difference as enrichment and a positive uniqueness (Beaune et al. 2004 ). The ambivalence of feeling both average and extraordinary has also been described in young people with more common medical conditions (Waldboth et al. 2016) . Such findings emphasize the need for further research investigating intrinsic and external factors, positive as well as negative, which may be associated with the individual's emotional response to the challenges of living with a rare medical condition. The many social aspects described by patients living with a rare condition, raises the issue of protective factors, such as social support, mentioned in several of the included articles of the present review. Importantly, social support meant the possibility to share experiences about the condition and its treatment, and receive crucial emotional support from peers and/or family. The loss of the family's social support when reaching adulthood further confirms the importance of this factor in everyday life (Diesen 2016) , as also confirmed in a recent literature review on transition into adulthood when living with a medical condition (Waldboth et al. 2016 ).
Lack of knowledge about rare conditions
Knowledge about rare diseases is rare, not only among the general public, but also among health care providers (Rodwell and Ayme 2015) . Lack of knowledge about conditions impact on psychological and medical health may have important medical consequences. In a Swedish study about everyday impact from having a rare disease, results show that 32% of their 1660 questionnaire respondents had experienced maltreatment and 15% had experienced not being believed or acknowledged, as direct results of the lack of knowledge of the diagnosis in health care (Wallenius et al. 2009 ). Affected individuals can also experience problems and delays in obtaining an accurate diagnosis, and in finding reliable information (Syed et al. 2015) .
Results from the present review and the literature in general show that lack of expertise among health care providers runs as a major barrier for people with rare diseases (Aym e et al. 2008; Berglund et al. 2010; Budych et al. 2012; Grut and Kvam 2013) . Therefore, people with chronic conditions frequently use the Internet to locate disease information and find peer support (Ayers and Kronenfeld 2007) , as was found in the present review. Several of the included studies described how patients, probably reinforced by the experienced lack of knowledge within the health care system, took responsibility for educating themselves by searching for information on the Internet. It is, however, important to be aware that the quality of the information on the Internet may be inadequate and questionable (De Martino et al. 2017; Pauer et al. 2017) , and often includes little information about psychosocial adjustment and counseling (Pauer et al. 2017) . On the other hand, support groups found on the Internet may provide valuable information for patients with rare diagnoses and their relatives (Pauer et al. 2017) , and provide a possibility to share similar experiences and challenges (Newman et al. 2011) . Peer support may therefore constitute a more supportive understanding and environment than healthcare professionals. Online community networks for people with the same rare diseases also provide emotional support, and a possibility to learn from others in a similar situation that, due to the disease incidence, would be impossible to find elsewhere (Lasker et al. 2005; Aym e et al. 2008; Gundersen 2011) . Maximizing availability of information for local and specialist health professionals, in addition to patients, their families, schools, and other arenas of importance, should therefore be a priority. This should be based on existing frameworks, such as large umbrella associations that have been formed in cooperation with patient support organizations (North American National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD) and European Organisation for Rare Diseases (EURORDIS)).
With only a handful of patients per diagnosis in each country, another challenge is that medical research progress is often slow and contains little prestige. Research activities are less frequent, and adequate treatment and medicines can be very expensive (Forman et al. 2012 ). An increased effort to obtain larger and representative samples could be achieved through national and international multicentre collaboration, and should be the priority of future research.
Experiences with the health care system
Most studies illustrated the importance of patients' experiences with the health care system. Adults described the need for a good relationship with their health care providers, to be treated with respect and as a whole person, a need for understandable information about the diagnosis, and valued health professionals who could provide assistance and help whenever needed. In contrast, patients' experienced unwillingness from the health care providers to get involved or to seek information about the rare disorder created a lack of trust. Studies have shed light on the importance of a collaborative relationship between health care providers and patients, where professionals recognize the patient as a partner in the care process (Dures et al. 2011 ). This medical perspective fits well with patient empowerment and patient responsibility in health care decisions, and seems even more appropriate in relation to rare conditions, given the number of studies included in the present review that described how patients became experts of their condition, in contrast to, and as a consequence of the lack of knowledge experienced in health professionals. Lack of expertise among healthcare providers therefore makes individual empowerment and emergence of the so-called expert patient a reality and a necessity for people with rare diseases (Aym e et al. 2008; K. Budych et al. 2012) . Patients who are experts on their own diagnosis have been shown to cope better (Anne Sen and Spring 2013), have better self-rated health status, and be less dependent on hospital care (Lorig et al. 1999) . Expert patient programs may be a cost-effective solution and efficient use of scarce resources (Richardson et al. 2008) , although the content of such programs has been debated (Taylor and Bury 2007) . Expert patients should be seen as a value (Boulet 2016) , as they fill a gap where health professionals may fall short, and they are a resource to other patients with the same diagnosis. It is, however, important that, as the patient becomes an expert, the doctor should not put more responsibility on the patient (Litzkendorf et al. 2016) . Lack of knowledge about rare diseases among physicians when meeting expert patients, may be difficult for both parties. Doctors may feel challenged by lay knowledge (Prior 2003) , whereas patients may test health professionals against their knowledge and expectations in order to decide whether or not to trust the physician (Mechanic and Meyer 2000) . Distrust may result in less use of the healthcare system, and eventually in poorer health (Whetten et al. 2006) .
Another finding related to patients' experience with the health care system, was what seemed to be a difference between specialized treatment centers and/or teams, and local health care providers (Gibas et al. 2008; Brodin et al. 2015; Garrino et al. 2015) . Centralized teams are characterized by more experience, and more knowledge about the specific conditions they are in charge of. Therefore, and not surprisingly, centralized and specialized teams may yield better patient satisfaction (Gibas et al. 2008; Brodin et al. 2015; Garrino et al. 2015; Feragen et al. 2017) . This echoes professionals' recognition of the value of interdisciplinary teamwork with patients with rare diagnoses (Dures et al. 2010) . Nevertheless, previous literature has demonstrated the importance of having practitioners who communicate well and show sensitivity, personal characteristics that can be found irrespective of level of knowledge about a rare condition (Feragen et al. 2017 ). More research is needed, however, to evaluate difference between specialized treatment centers and local health care providers, and how responsibilities should be organized in order to secure the patient's health-related follow-up.
Positive aspects of living with a rare disorder
Several papers described how adults with rare conditions had developed coping strategies that helped them cope with the everyday challenges, strategies that could strengthen the development of positive outcomes and resilience. Many coping strategies were specifically aimed at normalizing everyday life, or included the development of self-management skills in order to deal with the social reactions to the condition. In normalizing everyday life, the patients reconstruct life and accept the situation as ordinary (Deatrick et al. 1999) . Patients also described the need to build up a feeling of control in health care consultations by educating themselves about the medical aspects of their condition, as described above, and hence presenting themselves as expert patients. Others described how internal processes, such as comparing themselves with people with other more severe conditions, had helped them put their life outcome in perspective. Downward comparison is a well-known coping strategy in terms of strengthening self-perceptions (Taylor et al. 1990 ).
Strengths and limitations
The strengths of this literature review lie in the methodological and systematic approach, investigating the life experiences of adults with rare medical conditions from a qualitative perspective. It is, however, also important to acknowledge some limitations in the present review. First, some methodological challenges were encountered. In order to restrict the large amount of quantitative and qualitative papers that were identified in the first place, the present review focused on four specific diagnoses, and aspects of living with other rare diseases that might be different from the ones included were therefore not reviewed in the present work. This limitation illustrates the need to further summarize the literature, in order to investigate similarities and differences across conditions. Future reviews could include a broader or different range of rare conditions. Literature reviews should also be conducted on the experiences of younger individuals, such as adolescents or children, in order to complete the picture provided by reviews on parents or families (Pelentsov et al. 2015; Waldboth et al. 2016) . Another methodological challenge was that some studies presented quotes without the context they were a part of, complicating the synthesis of the results in the present review. Other papers presented their results as part of the discussion, also complicating the extraction of data for this review. Further, few studies explicitly explored the potential uniqueness of the rarity of a condition, investigating whether challenges that are identified have a similar or differential impact on individuals, depending of the specificity of the condition. Research needs to address whether a combination of constraints and limitations could have a differential impact or create a synergistic interaction (Vogeli et al. 2007) , than predicted by the presence of the same constraints alone. Additionally, few studies explicitly tied their work to a theoretical framework. The use of theoretical framework should be a crucial component of high-quality research and guide the development of hypotheses and methods.
Conclusion
People with rare disorders face challenges beyond medical issues. Many of the challenges could be diminished by more knowledge and awareness about rare disorders in society, and increased focus on psychological health and coping strategies. The findings highlight the need for more research on the shared psychological and social impact of living with a rare diagnosis across diagnoses, in order to identify potential risk factors and inform clinical practice, so that the patients' quality of life can be improved.
